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She'll do anything to escape him. He'll do anything to keep her?Mayra Findlay's hand
was pledged in marriage to a stranger when she was an infant. But it's not until she
meets an irresistible rogue she can't stop thinking about-or secretly meeting-that she
realizes just how much she doesn't want an arranged marriage. She'll only marry for
love. And if she has to concoct a risky, bold scheme to force her fiancé to call off their
union, so be it?Laird Logan Rutherford returned to Scotland to find little more than a
near-bankrupt estate and Mayra's demands to dissolve their marriage contract. He
knows he should give her the freedom she craves. But then he has a chance meeting
with the intriguing lass, and he realizes that letting her go is the last thing he wants to
do. Too bad he can't afford to tell her who he really is?Mayra never intended to find a
fairy tale, happily ever after ending with Logan. But will she will want her Highland Laird
when she discovers his secret?
In her sexiest Highlander novel yet, "New York Times" bestselling author Moning stirs
up a sizzling brew of ancient mystery and modern passion as she brings together a
devilishly handsome Celtic warrior trapped in time and the woman who's about to pay a
high price for freeing him.
Let USA TODAY bestselling author Terri Brisbin sweep you away with four readerfavorite stories about The MacLerie Clan: The Highlander's Stolen Touch Formidable
Tavis MacLerie knows he will never be good enough for innocent Ciara Robertson. But,
ordered to take Ciara to her husband-to-be, Tavis is tormented—and tempted—every step
of the way… At the Highlander's Mercy Lilidh MacLerie has never forgotten Robert
Matheson—the man who broke her heart. But now she is his hostage. She should be
afraid—but still, he excites and unnerves her in equal measure… The Highlander's
Dangerous Temptation Highland laird Athdar MacCallum has had a tragic past and has
vowed never to marry again. But then he is utterly disarmed by the innocent beauty in
the eyes of Isobel Ruriksdottir… Yield to the Highlander Fearsome warrior Aidan
MacLerie's heart remains restless, until he meets Catriona MacKenzie. She is a married
woman, so he can never truly possess her, yet he seeks her surrender one kiss at a
time…
When Duncan Maclean and Caitriona Menzies first set eyes on each other at a Highland
wedding, they fell instantly in love. “I am yours,” Caitriona promised him that night.
“Yours and no other’s.” But Caitriona is not in charge of her own fate, and when her
parents tell her that Duncan—a younger son with no title or lands—has been so badly
injured in battle that he can be a husband to no woman, she finds herself given to
Cormag MacPherson in marriage. Cormag, however, is like the devil incarnate. He
abuses his wife and servants, and Caitriona knows that if she doesn’t escape, she and
her maid Jessie are doomed. Fate takes a hand when power-hungry Cormag kidnaps
the wife of Robert Stewart, and Duncan, still recovering from his war injuries, learns
where his sister by marriage is being kept prisoner. He is stunned to discover that Una
is not Cormag MacPherson’s only prisoner: Caitriona needs him desperately, before it
is too late. Fighting against almost insurmountable odds, Duncan sets out to rescue his
stolen love. Hurting from his wounds, tortured by Cormag, he has to face the battle of
his life.
The Beast
The Highlander's Inconvenient Bride
The Highlander's Warrior Bride
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The Highlander's Stolen Love
Stealing the Highlander's Heart
Highlander Entangled

". . . what distinguishes Beverley's writing is the depth of compassion and human
understanding." ~Kim E Power The Duchess of Belcraven committed a folly, and bore
her husband another man's child. But Lucien was a third son, so all was patched over.
Then the two older boys drowned, leaving disaster. Now, over twenty years later, the
duke learns he has a legitimate daughter—Beth Armitage, a child of his blood—and he
compels Lucien and Beth to marry. Lucien, now the arrogant ducal heir, is devastated to
learn he is not his father's child and that the only way to his fortune is through his
unwilling bride: an independent schoolteacher raised in the principles of the Rights of
Women. Can there be any common ground? From The Publisher: Author Jo Beverley is
known for her consumate attention to historical detail that wisks the reader back in time
to a near first-hand experience. Fans of Regency romance and historical British fiction set
in the 19th century, as well as readers of Jess Michaels, Mary Balogh, Christi Caldwell,
Stephanie Laurens, Madeline Hunter and Mary Jo Putney will want to read every book
by Jo Beverley. Romance Writers of America RITA Award, Winner Best Regency
Romance, Romantic Times "...vivid and mesmerizing characters . Top notch Regency
reading pleasure." ~Romantic Times "...reading about these two intelligent, strong
people was such a treat." ~All About Romance
HIGHLAND VOWS 15-BOOK BOX SET—INCLUDES SERIES 1, 2 and 3 Enjoy 15
fast-paced, engrossing stories about Highlanders and their brides: Series 1 (Maclean Clan
Romances); Series 2 (Brides of the Highlands) and Series 3 (Highland Heroes) in one
value-packed box! What Readers are Saying: “There's nothing better than tales of
highlanders and the women who love and are loved by them! These are short stories but
each one is a great story in its own! You won't be sorry you picked this set. Enjoy!” (C.
Davis) “This author does an excellent job it makes me wish I could be in the highlands
and find my warrior!” (Melissa) “I love a Highland romance! they have some heavyduty challenges to face on the way to their Happily Ever After. It makes for a good story.
(Laura) Series 1: Maclean Clan stories 1: The Highlander’s Braw Lass 2: The
Highlander’s Defiant Bride 3: The Highlander’s Stolen Love 4: The Highlander’s
Huntress 5: The Highlander’s Challenge Series 2: Highland Brides Stories 1: The
Highlander’s Last-Minute Bride 2: The Highlander’s High-Stakes Bride 3: The
Highlander’s Substitute Bride 4: The Highlander’s Reckless Bride 5: The
Highlander’s Rescued Bride Series 3: Highland Heroes Stories 1: The Highlander’s
Brave Maid 2: The Highlander’s Canny Lass 3: The Highlander’s Daughter 4: The
Highlander’s Prophecy 5: The Highlander’s Fugitive
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Maya Banks, the bestselling author of romance
and romantic suspense has captivated readers with her steamy Scottish historical novels,
perfect for fans of Julie Garwood. In Highlander Most Wanted, a reclusive woman
content to live in the shadows shows a Highland warrior the true meaning of love.
Genevieve McInnis is locked behind the fortified walls of McHugh Keep, captive of a
cruel laird who takes great pleasure in ruining her for any other man. Yet when Bowen
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Montgomery storms the gates on a mission of clan warfare, Genevieve finds that her spirit
is bent but not broken. Still, her path toward freedom remains uncertain. Unable to bear
the shame of returning to a family that believes her dead or to abandon others at the keep
to an imposing new laird, Genevieve opts for the peaceful life of an abbess. But Bowen’s
rugged sensuality stirs something deep inside her that longs to be awakened by his patient,
gentle caress—something warm, wicked, and tempting. Bowen seizes his enemy’s keep,
unprepared for the brooding and reclusive woman who captures his heart. He’s
enchanted by her fierce determination, her unusual beauty, and her quiet, unfailing
strength. But wooing her will take more than a seasoned seducer’s skill. For loving
Genevieve, he discovers, means giving her back the freedom that was stolen from
her—even if it means losing her forever. “[Maya] Banks has written an emotionally taut
Highlands romance. . . . Lush emotionalism, compelling characters and a moving story
line will win romance fans.”—Kirkus Reviews
A Highlander tamed…Laird Daniel Murray seeks adventure, battle and freedom for his
countrymen. Putting off his duties as laird—with a promise to his clan he'll return come
spring—Daniel sets off with his men to fight alongside William Wallace and the Bruce.
But soon he stumbles across an enchanting lady in need. She tantalizes him with an offer
he simply can't refuse and a desire he attempts to dismiss.A lady's passion
ignited…Escaping near death at the treacherous hands of a nearby clan, Lady Myra must
find the Bruce and relay the news of an enemy within his own camp. Alone in a world full
of danger and the future of her clan at stake, she must trust the handsome, charismatic
Highland laird who promises to keep her safe on her journey—and sets her heart to
pounding.Together, Daniel and Myra will risk not only their lives, but their hearts while
discovering the true meaning of hope and love in a world fraught with unrest.
The Highlander's Stolen Heart
The Darkening Age
A passionate Medieval romance
Highlander Most Wanted
Aesop's Fables
The Highlander's Braw Lass
BOOK ONE: The Stolen Bride Series She belonged to another… But was destined to be
his… Lady Arbella de Mowbray abhors the idea of marrying an English noble occupying
Scotland. When she arrives in Stirling, she is thrown into the midst of a full battle
between the Scots and the English. Besieged by rebels, she is whisked from her horse by
a Highland warrior who promises her safety. But when he kisses her she fears she's more
in danger of losing herself. The last thing Magnus Sutherland wants is to marry the
beautiful English lass he saved. As the laird of his clan, he has a responsibility to his clan
and allies. But when Arbella is attacked by one of his own men, he determines the only
way to keep her safe is to make her his. A decision that promises to be extremely
satisfying. Magnus brings Arbella to his home of Dunrobin Castle in the Highlands. And
that’s where the trouble begins… Their countries are at war and they should be each
other’s enemy. Neither one considered their mock marriage would grow into a deeply
passionate love. What’s more, they were both unhappily betrothed and those who've been
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scorned are out for revenge. Can their new found love keep them together or will their
enemies tear them apart?
All it takes is one careless encounter. She's lonely, he's reckless-it's a fatal combination.
Passion and duty collide in Medieval Scotland. Maggie Munro is widowed, barren, and a
burden on her resentful uncle. Still grieving the man she loved and lost, she expects to
never feel passion again. But then she meets a charming warrior at a king's council at
Inverness. Maggie doesn't realize it, but her life is about to get complicated. Morgan
Mackay-the younger brother of a Mackay chieftain-isn't looking for a wife. The Scottish
parliament is a tense gathering, yet amongst the turmoil he finds himself irresistibly
drawn to the lovely Maggie. As the Scottish king deals out punishment to the warring
northern clans, Maggie and Morgan throw caution to the wind for one passionate
encounter ... but it has repercussions neither expect.
From the bestselling author of the Stolen Bride Series comes a brand new and exciting
family saga! For fans of Scottish historical romance, the Sutherland Legacy propels you
into the Highlands with tales of daring adventure, irresistible heroes and passion! Sir
Niall Oliphant was betrothed to the Bruce's daughter, Princess Elizabeth, until she
declares that his wound in battle has incapacitated him as a man. Because he does not
wish to marry the spoiled royal, he is glad to pass her off to his brother Sir Walter. He's
more than content to fade into the background with his injuries and remain a bachelor
forever. Until he is presented with an offer from the Earl of Sutherland to marry his only
daughter, a lass more beautiful than any other, who makes him want to stand up and fight
again. Bella Sutherland, daughter of one of the most powerful earls and Highland
chieftains in Scotland, can marry anyone she wants-but she wants no one. When she spies
the injured warrior at the Yule festival who has been shunned by the Bruce's own
daughter, she makes her choice. What is better than no husband? A husband who cannot
truly be husband at all. But she won't be satisfied with letting him languish. If there's one
thing she's learned, its not to give up. With them both satisfied that they are gaining a
marriage in name only, imagine their surprise when love blossoms and passion ignites?
Sorcha dún Scoti has known her whole life she is different. Now, the future of her clan is
in doubt, and Una, their beloved seer is gone. The youngest dún Scoti inherits Una's
beloved keek stane--and with it, the gift of sight. Here, the truth of her birth and death are
revealed. To save herself and her clan, Sorcha must flee the vale and travel to a remote
Island in the Outer Hebrides, where she hopes to reunite with Una, but despite her gift of
sight, the journey holds perils Sorcha cannot foresee...Stricken blind by his grief, Caden
MacSwein has sequestered himself like a beast in his castle by the sea. It is whispered he
slew his own brother, and now is cursed by the Gods. When a maiden from Inverness
arrives on his shores on the eve of the summer star, Caden convinces himself she alone
holds the key to the return of his sight. But he must ken that his blindness comes from
within... or he will never save the maiden from the mist from the danger that pursues
her.Rich with history and lore, MAID OF THE MIST continues the story that began with
HIGHLAND FIRE and left off with HIGHLAND STORM. This is book 4 of the
Guardians of the Stone series.
The Highlander's Gift
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Regency Romance
A Scottish Medieval Romantic Adventure
Terri Brisbin Highlander Box Set
Stories of Promise, Visions of Hope
A Midsummer Knights Romance: A Tournament World of Chivalry, Intrigue,
and PassionSummer, 1193. England is in turmoil, and a great tournament is
scheduled near the border of Scotland and England. The greatest knights and
lords from England, Scotland, Ireland, and France have gathered to compete
for a great prize. There will be celebrations and jousts and feasting. It will an
exhibition of chivalry and warrior skills, a breeding ground for treason...and
for love.Other books in the series!Forbidden Warrior by Kris Kennedy -- April
14The Highlander's Lady Knight by Madeline Martin -- April 28The
Highlander's Dare by Eliza Knight -- May 12The Highland Knight's Revenge
by Lori Ann Bailey -- May 26My Victorious Knight by Laurel O'Donnell -- June
9An Outlaw's Honor by Terri Brisbin -- June 23Never If Not Now by Madeline
Hunter -- July 7
He was outcast and alone—until she welcomed him into her heart… Cheated
of his inheritance and burdened by the legacy of his Fae blood, Garrett
MacLachlan believes he is doomed to be an outcast forever—until he meets
Annelise of Kinfairlie, a gentle maiden with the power to turn his curse to gift.
Can Garrett reclaim his stolen legacy with Annelise by his side? If Annelise
defies her family to pursue true love, will that be enough to heal Garrett? And
even if they triumph over mortal foes, will the Fae demand a price neither of
them can pay? This edition includes a Cast of Continuing Characters. *****
I’ve written many series set in my fictional medieval Scottish world of
Ravensmuir, Kinfairlie and Inverfyre. This is the order in which the stories
take place, although you can start with any series. I recommend you read
each series in order. There’s a tab on my website for ALL books in this world:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/ I. The Rogues of Ravensmuir This is the first
series to take place in this world. These three books are a bit more gothic in
tone and less tightly linked to each other than the books in subsequent series.
1. The Rogue Merlyn and Ysabella’s story is a second chance romance with a
bit of intrigue and suspense. Their relationship is a class war - he’s the laird
and she’s a village girl - but there’s an immediate attraction between them.
Can Merlyn trust in love at first sight? Can Ysabella trust her rogue of a
husband when he returns five years after their parting to ask for her help?
This is the first book featuring Ravensmuir and in it, we learn the story of its
sister holding, Kinfairlie. 2. The Scoundrel Can a notorious bad boy like
Merlyn’s brother Gawain be redeemed by love? In this story, Gawain meets
his match, the enticing Eglantine, who is not just as adept a thief as he is but
is prepared to seduce him to regain the prize she desires. This is cat-andmouse story of action, adventure and intrigue takes us from York to the
highlands of Scotland, to Eglantine’s home at Inverfyre. 3. The Warrior At the
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end of The Scoundrel, Inverfyre is lost to the notorious MacLaren clan, but
years later, Eglantine and Gawain’s son Michael - the Hawk of Inverfyre returns to reclaim his legacy. He has need of an heir so he abducts Aileen to
be his bride, never guessing that these two have shared a great passion in
their past lives. At Inverfyre, Aileen is plagued by visions and fears she is
going mad, while the Hawk is uncertain whether his beguiling new bride can
be trusted—or whether she has let the MacLarens in the gate. This medieval
Scottish romance has some fantasy elements as it’s a reincarnation story. II.
The Jewels of Kinfairlie At the end of The Warrior, there is a family gathering
at Inverfyre. We briefly meet Merlyn and Ysabella’s son Roland, his wife
Catherine, and their eight children. This series begins several years later,
after Roland and Catherine’s tragic death, when their oldest son Alexander
suddenly becomes laird. The treasury is empty. The harvest will be poor.
Alexander needs to see his sisters married as quickly as possible, but they
wish to wed for love. 1. The Beauty Bride Alexander arranges an auction for
the hand of his defiant sister, intending to manage the list of bidders - but a
notorious mercenary, Rhys fitzHenry, pays the highest price. This arranged
marriage doesn’t begin well, as Madeline is a runaway bride, but Rhys
pursues her, saves her, and tries to court her. I love that Rhys tells Madeline
stories to win her heart, and that she quickly figures out that each choice of
story reveals one of her husband’s secrets. 2. The Rose Red Bride Alexander
thinks he’s learned his lesson and is thrilled when Vivienne’s former suitor,
Nicholas Sinclair, wants to claim her hand. It’s a little uncommon that
Nicholas wants to abduct his bride, but Alexander is sure that Vivienne will
think that a romantic gesture, and when the wedding is held in the morning,
all will be well. But the highlander seeking Alexander’s agreement isn’t
Nicholas - it’s his brother Erik in disguise, a man who needs a wife only
because he needs a son to claim his legacy. He’s not counting on Vivienne
stealing his heart, too. 3. The Snow White Bride It’s Christmas at Kinfairlie
and a mysterious noblewoman seeks refuge in the chapel. When the sisters
learn that she’s a widow in need of protection, they decide to play a trick on
Alexander and arrange his marriage. Eleanor thinks husbands are all the
same, so is agreeable, although she isn’t counting on Alexander’s youth,
charm, and desire to claim her heart. When her past catches up to her and
Kinfairlie is at risk, how much will Eleanor sacrifice to see her new husband
safe? What price will Alexander pay to defend his bride? 4. The Ballad of
Rosamunde Rosamunde, the pirate queen and aunt of the siblings at
Kinfairlie, was adopted by Gawain in The Scoundrel and trapped in the realm
of the Fae in The Rose Red Bride. In this short story, a friends-to-lovers story,
Padraig rescues Rosamunde, his valor making her realize that she loves him,
too. III. The True Love Brides At the end of The Snow White Bride, Alexander
decrees that his remaining sisters will marry for love. The portal to the realm
of the Fae has been opened, though, and the Fae king Finvarra desires
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Elizabeth. Finvarra agrees that he will abandon his suit if four of the siblings
marry their true loves, although Elizabeth knows that the portal to the Fae
realm has to be closed as well. 1. The Renegade’s Heart Isabella is smitten
with a rogue knight, come to Kinfairlie to demand the return of his family’s
stolen treasure. She takes Murdoch’s cause against that of her brother, then
learns that Murdoch has been claimed by the Fae queen - who holds his heart
still. Can a mortal maiden defeat an immortal queen by winning Murdoch’s
love for her own? 2. The Highlander’s Curse Garrett is cursed to hear the
thoughts of others as clearly as his own, a spell intended to make him an
outcast so his legacy could be stolen. He finds solace in the company and the
touch of gentle Annelise. Can Annelise’s love heal him so he can recover his
stolen legacy and give her the home - and the husband - she deserves? 3. The
Frost Maiden’s Kiss Malcolm returns to Ravensmuir after years as a
mercenary with a hoard large enough to finance the rebuilding of his legacy
and his soul due to the Fae. When pregnant Catriona arrives at Ravensmuir,
Malcolm knows he can give her a future with a marriage of convenience that
makes her child heir to Ravensmuir. Catriona expects nothing of men, but
Malcolm’s kindness and strength earns her love - and makes her determined
to save his soul, regardless of the price. 4. The Warrior’s Prize The mercenary
Rafael thinks his companion’s sister, Elizabeth, could be an angel come to
earth, and one who will hold him accountable for his sins. Challenged by her
and enticed by her, Rafael offers himself instead of his comrade Malcolm and
begins to change his life with his choices. Can he save Elizabeth from
Finvarra? He’s determined to try, no matter what the risk to himself - and
Elizabeth cannot resist a man who chooses nobly, just for her. IV. The Brides
of Inverfyre There is one sibling left unmarried (Ross) and we follow him to
Inverfyre, where the children of the Hawk and Aileen also need to be married.
1. The Mercenary’s Bride This Scottish medieval romance is a Christmas
novella, the story of a knight returning to Inverfyre to keep his promise to the
laird’s daughter. Having been attacked and left for dead, Quentin is no longer
the man he was and he blames the Hawk for the change in his fortunes. But
his bitterness melts before the admiration of Mhairi, for the maiden he
admired has become a beauty he would die to serve. 2. The Runaway Bride
Even though Aiofe is a beauty and an heiress, she wants to marry for love. Her
marriage is arranged to the oldest son of the Hawk of Inverfyre, but she
chooses to flee instead, hoping that his cousin, Ross, will be sent after her.
Aiofe intends to claim Ross’s heart, no matter the price, for she knows with
one glimpse that he’s the man for her. Ross is caught between his duty and
his heart - and the wicked MacLarens who would use Aiofe as a pawn in their
own plan to possess Inverfyre. There will be more stories in this series, too.
There are Family Trees for Inverfyre, Ravensmuir and Kinfairlie available as
free downloads in my online store. The links are on my website, right here:
http://delacroix.net/ravensmuir/family-trees/ ***** medieval romance,
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historical romance, scottish romance, marriage of convenience, runaway
bride, outlaw hero, beauty and the beast, scotland, wales, action adventure,
intrigue
FREE BONUS BOOK included DOWNLOAD FOR FREE WITH KINDLE
UNLIMITED The Highlands of Scotland, shrouded in ethereal mist, are
entrenched in mystery and mysticism. Stories of fairy folk and magical beings
abound, and Eoin Kerr, son of Laird Clan Mackenzie is sure they are pure
nonsense. While hunting he glimpses Ishbel Kemp, a woman so beautiful he
swears he has seen a spirit but knows she's flesh and blood. After relaying the
encounter to his hunting party, he is mockingly told that his mind had
conjured her. Eoin ignores them, knowing what he saw and makes up his
mind to find her. Day after day an entranced Eoin scours the area with a solid
determination to find the beauty who, in one glance, seemed to steal his soul.
After eventually finding the young woman, his infatuation grows into love and
his feelings are returned. Ishbel lives in the woods with her ailing
grandfather, Stuart Kemp, a man with a price on his head. In the middle of
their bliss, disaster strikes! Then in a further horrible turn of events, his
father arranges for him to marry a noblewoman from his court, and Eoin, with
no choice, has to return home. Discovering that a neighboring clan's men are
in a witch-hunt to find and kill Ishbel and her grandfather, he races back to
rescue them. Will he get there in time? Can love conquer and win out against
the odds?
A rebellious lass who is forced to wed. A groom still mourning his lost wife
and child. It's not a recipe for a happy union in the Highlands of Scotland...
“That wildcat in the Chisholm clan,” is the way most people describe Mairi
Chisholm. Mairi makes no secret of the fact that she would rather be out
taking down a wild pig with her childhood friend Iain, the fletcher’s son, than
plying a needle with the women. Her father, tired of her rejection of one
suitable match after another, finally presents her with an ultimatum: Marry
Alastair Maclean or spend the rest of her life in the priory. Mairi knows that
she would never survive in a priory, locked away from her beloved outdoor
pursuits. But nor can she endure the thought of a loveless marriage to
Alastair, who has never stopped mourning the loss of his adored first wife
Madeline in childbed. Left without choices, Mairi becomes Alastair’s wife. Life
is every bit as bad as she feared. Alastair’s sister Rhona clearly does not want
to see her brother married to the Chisholm wildcat, and Alastair himself is as
cold as the frigid wind that blows across the Highlands. Mairi resolves to
resign herself to the demands of the marriage bed, and devote her life to
raising bairns with the love she was never shown. But one day, she finds
herself in more danger than she has ever known… and everything changes.
The Highlander's Lady
Maclean Clan Highland Romance
The Montgomerys and Armstrongs
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The Highlander's Curse
The Christian Destruction of the Classical World
The Highlander's Tactical Marriage
A New York Times Notable Book, winner of the Jerwood Award from the Royal
Society of Literature, a New York Times Book Review Editors’ Choice, and named
a Book of the Year by the Telegraph, Spectator, Observer, and BBC History
Magazine, this bold new history of the rise of Christianity shows how its radical
followers helped to annihilate Greek and Roman civilizations. The Darkening Age is
the largely unknown story of how a militant religion deliberately attacked and
suppressed the teachings of the Classical world, ushering in centuries of
unquestioning adherence to "one true faith." Despite the long-held notion that the
early Christians were meek and mild, going to their martyrs' deaths singing hymns
of love and praise, the truth, as Catherine Nixey reveals, is very different. Far from
being meek and mild, they were violent, ruthless, and fundamentally intolerant.
Unlike the polytheistic world, in which the addition of one new religion made no
fundamental difference to the old ones, this new ideology stated not only that it was
the way, the truth, and the light but that, by extension, every single other way was
wrong and had to be destroyed. From the first century to the sixth, those who didn't
fall into step with its beliefs were pursued in every possible way: social, legal,
financial, and physical. Their altars were upturned and their temples demolished,
their statues hacked to pieces, and their priests killed. It was an annihilation.
Authoritative, vividly written, and utterly compelling, this is a remarkable debut
from a brilliant young historian.
All it takes is one careless encounter. She's lonely, he's reckless-it's a fatal
combination. Passion and duty collide in Medieval Scotland. Maggie Munro is
widowed, barren, and a burden on her resentful uncle. Still grieving the man she
loved and lost, she expects to never feel passion again. But then she meets a
charming warrior at a king's council at Inverness. Maggie doesn't realize it, but her
life is about to get complicated. Morgan Mackay-the younger brother of a Mackay
chieftain-isn't looking for a wife. The Scottish parliament is a tense gathering, yet
amongst the turmoil he finds himself irresistibly drawn to the lovely Maggie. As the
Scottish king deals out punishment to the warring northern clans, Maggie and
Morgan throw caution to the wind for one passionate encounter ... but it has
repercussions neither expect. Steamy, emotional, and steeped in Scottish history,
Jayne Castel's new series, set around the lives and loves of three Mackay siblings,
will steal your heart.
A dramatic enemies-to-lovers romance from New York Times bestselling author
Madeline Martin! From dutiful bride… To the laird’s unwilling hostage! Kidnapping
Elspeth MacMillan on her way to an arranged marriage is the only way for new
laird Calum Campbell to avoid more bloodshed and bargain peace for his people.
Calum expects her fury but doesn’t expect the feisty lass to break through his
defenses into his heart. With war waging between their families, will they ever be
able to yield to love? From Harlequin Historical: Your romantic escape to the past.
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Highland Alliances Book 1: The Highlander's Substitute Wife by Terri Brisbin Book
2: The Highlander's Tactical Marriage by Jenni Fletcher Book 3: The Highlander's
Stolen Bride by Madeline Martin
A lie this bold will not stay hidden. He thought he was marrying a chieftain's
daughter-but his young wife isn't who she seems. Deception and passion collide in
Medieval Scotland. When Keira Gunn agrees to swap places with her best friend,
and wed a man in her stead, she knows life is about to get complicated. She's also
risking her own future. But Keira never wanted to be a nun, and longs for a life
outside the nunnery where she's about to take her vows. Her friend is desperate-and
this could be Keira's only chance to forge a new path for herself. The Mackays of
Farr have a new chieftain. Connor Mackay is a reluctant husband, yet he's been
betrothed for years. Now he needs to honor his promise. The woman he collects
from the nunnery is a surprise. She isn't the great beauty Connor expects, yet her
quick wit and passionate nature soon enthrall him. But his bride keeps a secret that
risks more than both their hearts. Steamy, emotional, and steeped in Scottish
history, Jayne Castel's new series set around the lives and loves of three Mackay
siblings will steal your heart.
Scottish Highlander Historical Romance
Highland Warlord
Highlander's Captive: Scottish Medieval Romance Novella
The Highlander's Pirate Bride
To Love a Highland Laird
A Medieval Scottish Romance
Ciara Robertson has loved formidable Highlander Tavis
MacLerie all her life. She watched, brokenhearted, while he
married and lost another. Now, finally of marriageable age,
Ciara throws her heart at his feet.... Tavis knows that
innocent Ciara thinks she's in love with him--but she
deserves better. Painful experience has proved that he's a
far better warrior than husband, and he's determined never
to marry again. Her dreams shattered, Ciara accepts another
man's hand. Ordered to take Ciara to her husband-to-be,
Tavis is tormented--and tempted--every step of the way....
This book first appeared in a holiday set, Merry Mayhem.
This edition has received edits, a plot tweak, and
additional chapters. Enjoy!As the pirate The Black MacNeill,
Rona MacNeill has stolen more than one English ship to keep
her clan from starving. With Yule only days away, will the
theft of the wrong ship land her in a hangman's noose? Or
the arms of a Highlander?Rona MacNeill has done everything
she can to help her small, impoverished clan-except marry
for money. Her luck seems to lie in stealing ships, not
attracting suitors. Only days before Yule, she seeks one
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last ship with stores to keep her people fed over the long,
harsh winter. Too bad her luck has run out.Pedr MacLean is
happy to be the younger (by three minutes) son of Baron
MacLean. His days are filled with running the family's
shipping business and sailing the world. His heart belongs
to the sea-or so he thinks, until one of his ships is
stolen, and the woman responsible turns his world upside
down.Drawn to Rona's strength and love of the sea, Pedr will
agree to her father's demand-information on the whereabouts
of his ship in exchange for his daughter's hand in
marriage.Will Rona find herself caught between a marriage of
convenience and a hangman's noose? Or will she discover
something far more compelling?The Highlander's Pirate Bride
is the swash-buckling seventh addition to the Hardy Heroines
series. If you like pirates, rags-to-riches, and swoonworthy Highlanders, you'll love Cathy & DD MacRae's newest
high-seas romance.
BOOK FOUR: The Stolen Bride SeriesTheir greatest opponent
won't be battled with a sword… But with their hearts…Ronan
Sutherland is a fierce warrior. Swearing off all else, he
thrives on his powerful position within William Wallace's
army. Freedom for the Scots is his mission—until he meets
fair Julianna. She captivates him, intoxicates him…makes him
want more out of life than what harsh dangers he's
accustomed to.Lady Julianna is no meek maiden. She's trained
in the art of war, sister to one of Scotland's most powerful
men, and tasked with keeping the future king safe. Until
she's kidnapped by a rivaling clan. Now her only hope is for
the one man she trusts—and desires—to save her.Together,
they'll have to face down one of Scotland's most treacherous
foes… And keep from falling victim to the one thing they've
both eluded thus far—love.
THE MACLEAN CLAN HIGHLAND ROMANCE - BOXED SET (Series 1)
Five stories of deep and abiding love that see our Scottish
Highlanders and their feisty women fighting for a happy
ending. Book 1: The Highlander’s Braw Lass “That wildcat in
the Chisholm clan,” is the way most people describe Mairi
Chisholm. Her mother despairs of her, and her father, tired
of her rejection of one suitable match after another,
finally presents her with an ultimatum: Marry Alastair
Maclean or spend the rest of her life in the priory. Book 2:
The Highlander’s Defiant Bride Rhona Maclean dreams of being
swept off her feet by a highlands hero: a man who is
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handsome, strong and brave and loves her more than life
itself. Those dreams collapse into ashes when she is stolen
from her home one dark night and delivered into the hands of
a Calum Stewart, a warrior from a rival clan who has long
planned his revenge on the Macleans for the murder of his
beloved sister and his brother. Book 3: The Highlander’s
Stolen Love When Caitriona’s parents tell her that Duncan,
her first and only love, has been so badly injured in battle
that he cannot be a husband to any woman, she resigns
herself to marriage with a cruel Laird, Cormag MacPherson.
Duncan, still recovering from his war injuries, is stunned
to discover that Caitriona needs him desperately. Fighting
against almost insurmountable odds, Duncan sets out to
rescue his stolen love. Book 4: The Highlander’s Huntress
Finlay MacGregor’s friend Malcolm Campbell challenges him to
a wager—and when Finlay loses, he finds that his task is to
escort Malcolm’s headstrong sister, Isla, on one last
hunting trip before she has to face the distasteful task of
choosing a suitor. All does not go as planned—and after an
accident, Finlay is forced to recuperate in the Campbell
keep, with Isla as his unwilling nurse. Although both feel
the flames of attraction, neither wants to give up their
treasured independence… Book 5: The Highlander’s Challenge
Hamish Maclean has overcome many challenges in his life, but
none so difficult as the one that faces him now: how to win
the trust of a woman who has borne too much mistreatment in
her life. Jessie Gunn trusts no man—and has good reasons for
feeling that way. She feels safe at last in the service of
her beloved mistress Caitriona, protected in the Maclean
keep. She has no plans to give herself in marriage… until
disaster strikes and war between clans threatens if she does
not.
Celtic Fire
The Highlander's Dare
Series 1, 2 and 3
The Whispering Night
The Highlander's Reward
The Highlander's Stolen Touch
When a Roman commander travels through Britannia to
investigate a haunting vision, an ambush by hostile Celts
leaves him with an unexpected prize--a beautifully
enchanting witch.
Betrothed by duty To his enemy! To strengthen an alliance
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between their clans, future chieftain of the mighty Cameron
Clan, Robbie Cameron, must marry Sheena MacLerie. Only, she
is the last person he would have picked after her betrayal
years ago. Now she is as infuriatingly elusive as ever—and,
worse, seems intent on breaking their betrothal! Just what
is his inconvenient bride hiding? Uncovering her secrets
means earning her trust…but that also ignites a simmering
passion! From Harlequin Historical: Your romantic escape to
the past. The Highlander’s Inconvenient Bride is a crossover
story – connecting The MacLerie Clan series with the A
Highland Feuding series! A Highland Feuding Book 1: Stolen
by the Highlander Book 2: The Highlander's Runaway Bride
Book 3: Kidnapped by the Highland Rogue Book 4: Claiming His
Highland Bride Book 5: A Healer for the Highlander The
MacLerie Clan Book 1: Taming the Highlander Book 2:
Surrender To the Highlander Book 3: Possessed by the
Highlander Book 4: Taming the Highland Rogue Book 5: The
Highlander’s Stolen Touch Book 6: At the Highlander’s Mercy
Book 7: The Forbidden Highlander (HQN "Highlanders"
anthology) Book 8: The Highlander’s Dangerous Temptation
Book 9: Yield to the Highlander
After the crowning of Robert the Bruce, Sir James Douglas is
sent to the Scottish borders to wreak havoc on those loyal
to Edward of England. But his plans go wildly astray when
Lady Ailish Maxwell's brother is captured by her traitorous
uncle. James has every intention of finding the lad but when
Her Ladyship announces she's joining the quest, he's not
about to let her go, no matter how beautiful her crystal
eyes, or convincing her silver tongue.And Ailish will not
sit idle while her brother, the true heir to the Maxwell
dynasty, is taken deeper into the enemy's lair. After
putting forth every ounce of reasoning she can muster, Sir
James agrees to allow her to pose as his wife. But what she
doesn't count on is falling in love with the braw
Highlander. And as they ride farther into enemy lands, they
cannot ignore the intensity of the passion simmering between
them-though it could very well ruin everything they have
worked so hard to preserve.
Lady Rosalyn Carmichael is on the run from her evil
stepbrother, who will do anything to gain her inheritance.
When Derek Hardwicke rescues her from an attempted
kidnapping in London, she gratefully accepts the protection
of his remote Scottish castle. And though Derek's devilishly
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handsome looks inspire scandalous fantasies, a secret from
her past means those fantasies must forever remain
dreams.... A Highland laird, Derek intends to marry his
childhood friend Megan MacPherson, since only a Scottish
wife will satisfy his clan. But beautiful Rosalyn awakens
feelings he never dreamed he'd have. And while he has
promised to keep her safe, the attraction between them burns
too hot to deny. Now, with danger inching ever closer, he
must choose between his allegiance to his clan and a passion
like he's never known....
Highlander Deceived
Spell of the Highlander
Dark Steel: A Dark Sons Novel
Highlander's Rebellious Love
Highland Vows
Highlander's Guardian: Scottish Medieval Romance
ROMANCE IN THE HIGHLANDS BOX SET—INCLUDES SERIES 1 & SERIES 2 Enjoy
10 fast-paced, engrossing stories about Highlanders and their brides: Series 1
(Maclean Clan Romances) and Series 2 (Brides of the Highlands) in one valuepacked box! Series 1: MACLEAN CLAN HIGHLAND ROMANCES The Highlander’s
Braw Lass The Highlander’s Defiant Bride The Highlander’s Stolen Love The
Highlander’s Huntress The Highlander’s Challenge Series 2: THE
HIGHLANDER’S BRIDE The Highlander’s Last-Minute Bride The Highlander’s
High-Stakes Bride The Highlander’s Substitute Bride The Highlander’s Reckless
Bride The Highlander’s Rescued Bride
The Highlander's Stolen LoveBlue Gem Publishing
1197 A.D. – Sir Garren le Mon is an agent for Richard the Lion Heart in the
political war against his brother, John. Under the command of William Marshall,
Chancellor of England, Garren is the king's most trusted and loyal
servant.When Garren is ordered to marry into a family deeply loyal to Prince
John, the knight is understandably reluctant; the House of de Rosa is infamous
for its bloodlust and bizarre characters. Upon meeting the Lady Derica de Rosa,
however, Garren thinks perhaps that the marriage may not be all that
unpalatable. Derica is beautiful and humorous, and Garren is smitten. Upon the
eve of the betrothal, however, Garren's identity as a spy is discovered and he
is set upon by the de Rosa's. With Derica's help, he escapes execution and
together the two of them begin an enormous trek across England and Wales to
flee her pursuing family. When William Marshall discovers that Garren has
deviated from his orders, he too goes in pursuit of him, undermining Garren's
trust with a friend he has known since childhood. Duty soon separates them
and Garren stages his own death in battle in order to free himself of William
Marshall's directives. But news of his death gets back to Derica, who finds
herself a pawn between her family and William Marshall as she grieves for the
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man she loved and now has lost. It is a race against time for Garren to return
to his wife before she is forced to marry another, all in the name of politics.
A strategic marriage… …with his runaway bride! Coira Barron is the last
woman Fergus MacMillan would choose to marry—he’s never forgiven her for
running away with another man on the eve of their wedding six years ago. Now
an alliance with widowed Coira is crucial, and Fergus is shocked to discover his
new wife is nowhere near as disloyal as he believed. Protecting her and his
clan are his priority, but can he protect his own heart? From Harlequin
Historical: Your romantic escape to the past. Highland Alliances Convenient
marriages to save their clan! Book 1: The Highlander's Substitute Wife by Terri
Brisbin Book 2: The Highlander's Tactical Marriage by Jenni Fletcher Book 3:
The Highlander's Stolen Bride by Madeline Martin
The Highlander's Stolen Bride
(Scottish Highland Romance)
An Anthology
An Unwilling Bride (The Company of Rogues Series, Book 2)
Romance in the Highlands
The Highlander's Substitute Wife
Presents a collection of thirty-six of Aesop's fables, including "The Cat and the Mouse,"
"The Ant and the Grasshopper," and "The Vain Crow."
Maybe Someday presents 26 new stories from over 50 creators who are as diverse as the
tales they tell. Though staying away from dystopia, these stories are hardly free from
conflict. Instead, they show how the human spirit can rise up to defeat war, disease,
environmental disaster, and any other challenge that might come our way. There are
stories that deal with advanced technology, a return to nature, alien contact, and even time
travel. Themes include inclusivity, environmentalism, gender relations, and exploration.
Patience Macinnes is angry that her father has ordered her north to the Clan McLaud to
settle a dispute when she should be searching for her sister. She intends to see the task
done and resume her search. But the McLauds prove more of a problem than she
anticipated, especially one McLaud in particular.Hunter McLaud is known for his love of
women. He spends his days entertaining himself with them and his nights as well. Patience
has no time for the ne'er-do-well warrior until he offers her a solution to settle the
problem between their clans. He asks her to marry him and unite the clans.With the
possibility of war looming over the clans, Patience has no choice but to agree to Hunter's
outrageous plan, but she has some stipulations of her own. He agrees to her demands,
though neither one of them is prepared for the turmoil that follows. And neither one of
them is prepared for the demands of their hearts.
USA TODAY bestselling author She’s the best wife… …he never wanted! Ross MacMillan
lifts his bride’s veil…and discovers it’s not the woman he’d agreed to marry but her
beautiful younger sister, Ilysa MacDonnell! The new MacMillan chieftain must accept
Ilysa as his wife, for retaining his clan’s lands depends on her father’s support. But why is
she there? Are her aims to help him or her father? Drawing out Ilysa’s secrets will kindle
an alliance more powerful—and passionate!—than Ross ever imagined… From Harlequin
Historical: Your romantic escape to the past. Highland Alliances Convenient marriages to
save their clan! Book 1: The Highlander''''s Substitute Wife by Terri Brisbin Book 2: The
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Highlander''''s Tactical Marriage by Jenni Fletcher
Maiden from the Mist
Maybe Someday
Clan Ross of the Hebrides
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